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Bi-clustering, i.e. simultaneously clustering the rows and columns of matrices based
on their entries, covers a large variety of techniques in data mining. The goal of all
bi-clustering techniques is finding the partitions of the rows and the columns in which
sub-rows and sub-columns show a similar behavior. Currently existing algorithms for
bi-clustering problems are either heuristic, or try to solve approximations of the original
problems. There is no efficient algorithm for exact bi-clustering problems.
The computational complexity of bi-clustering problems depends on the exact prob-
lem formulation, and particularly on the merit function used to evaluate the quality of
a given bi-clustering partition. The computational complexity of most of the common
bi-clustering problems is unknown. In this thesis, we present a formal definition for the
homogeneous cover problem. This problem has many applications from bio-informatics
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A matrix is a common structure to present data in science. In many applications in
different fields from astronomy to business management, matrices are widely used to show
data in more structural and meaningful forms. In many situations in scientific analysis
and data mining, we are interested in finding blocks that their rows and columns show
a similar behavior. Generally, this problem is called bi-clustering or co-clustering, or
two-mode clustering [25]. Different from clustering methods which are applied on either
the rows or the columns of a matrix, bi-clustering methods perform clustering in the two
dimensions simultaneously. Depending on the definition of the similarity, bi-clustering
covers a large variety of problems.
Bi-clustering has many applications in different fields. For instance, in biology the
expression level of a gene is represented by a real number that is the logarithm of the
relative abundance of the mRNA of the gene. Several techniques such as DNA Chips,
measure the expression level of genes within different experimental conditions [19]. Usu-
ally, gene expression data is arranged in a data matrix, where each gene corresponds
to one row and each condition to one column. Relationship between certain genes and
certain conditions is important because it can reveal the causes of some diseases like
cancer. Clustering methods on rows and columns in gene expression data matrix are not
useful, because many activation patterns are common to a group of genes only under
specific experimental conditions. However by using bi-clustering methods we can find
submatrices, that is sub-groups of genes and conditions, where the genes exhibit highly
correlated activities for every condition (Figure 1.1) [1, 10, 13, 15, 20].
Bi-clustring is a common and useful approach in data mining [2, 3, 24]. For instance,
in targeted marketing, online sellers want to offer interesting offers to each individual
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Figure 1.1: A sample of bi-clustering in computational biology. The left figure shows a
gene expression data matrix, and the right figure shows the bi-clustering result on it.
costumer based on her record. For instance, in a website which sells movies, each costumer
can rank her favorite movies. These rankings can be considered as the entries of a matrix,
which its rows are web-site’s costumers and its columns are all available movies in the
website. A group of costumers that rank a group of movies similarly, usually have the
same movie interests, and potentially are interested in similar movies. Finding similar
groups of costumers and movies in this matrix is a typical example of bi-clustering.
Regarding the numerous applications of bi-clustering in various fields, efficiency of the
bi-clustering algorithms is a critical issue. Currently existing algorithms for bi-clustering
problems are either heuristic and customized for specific applications [4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12,
21, 22, 23, 26], or try to solve approximations of the original problems [14, 16, 18]. The
computation complexity of the most common bi-clustering problems is unknown. In this
thesis, we analyze the computation complexity of one of the most common bi-clustering
problems, the homogeneous cover problem.
1.1 Outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows: in Chapter 2, we investigate the common prob-
lems in the bi-clustering literature and known facts about their computational complexity.
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In addition, we present the existing algorithms that try to solve these bi-clustering prob-
lems. In Chapter 3, we present a special version of the homogeneous cover problem with
some restrictions on the number of row and column clusters, and show that it is NP-hard.
Then, we present the general form of the homogeneous cover problem, and prove that it




In this chapter, we present the background from the bi-clustering literature.
2.1 Bi-clustering Problems
There are various problems in the field of bi-clustering. The common idea in all of
these problems is searching for the blocks such that their columns and rows have similar
patterns. Following is the list of common problems in the bi-clustering literature.
Problem 1 For a m × n matrix of real numbers, A, and two integers k and l (1 ≤
k ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ n), divide the rows into k subsets: r1, r2, . . . , rk and divide the columns





(A(i, j) − average(Bp))
2 is minimized (For a matrix M, average(M) is
the average of all M ’s elements.) [8].
The objective function of problem 1 is close to k-means problem. By minimizing the
objective function in this problem, in each block, deviation of the elements from their
average is minimized, and the resulting blocks are approximately constant.
Problem 2 (Ben-David 07) For a m×n matrix of ones and zeros, A, and two integers
k and l (1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ n), divide the rows into k subsets: r1, r2, . . . , rk and
divide the columns into l subsets: c1, c2, . . . , cl, such that for the resulting k × l blocks,





|A(i, j) − Majority(Bp)| is minimized, where
Majority(i, j) =
{
1 if more than half of the elements of A(i, j) are one;
0 otherwise.
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The objective function in problem 2 is minimizing the minority in each block. In this
problem, the goal is building approximately constant blocks by minimizing the sum of
the errors in the all blocks.
In both problems the resulting blocks are approximately constant, therefore, we can
summarize a large matrix to a m× n matrix that reveals the similarities and patterns in
the original matrix. These problems have many applications in different fields of science
such as data mining and computational biology. The applications in targeted marketing
and gene expression data, were mentioned in introduction, can be considered as one of
these problems.
2.2 Computational Complexity of Bi-clustering Prob-
lems
Problem 1 is presented in 1972 by Hartigan. Since that time this problem has been
appeared in many fields and applications. However, there is no known result about the
computational complexity of this problem. In bi-clustering literature, there are several
heuristics and approximation algorithms to solve this problem, without any guarantee
for their results. Recently, Ben-David and Wulff proved that problem 2 is NP-hard.
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Chapter 3
The Homogeneous Cover Problem in
Bi-clustering
An important problem in bi-clustering is the homogeneous cover problem. This problem
has many applications in different fields from computational biology to data mining. All
applications in genetics and targeted marketing which were mentioned in the introduc-
tion can be tailored to this problem. Therefore, the computational complexity of the
homogeneous cover problem is an important concern in many areas. In this chapter, We
investigate the computational complexity of the homogeneous cover problem.
3.1 Computational Complexity of the Homogeneous
Cover Problem.
To present the homogeneous cover problem, first, we provide some related definitions.
Definition 3.1.1 (Homogeneous matrix) A matrix, M, is homogeneous if and only
if all of its elements are equal.
Definition 3.1.2 (Area of a matrix) For a matrix, M, area of the matrix, |M|, is
the number of the elements in M.
Problem 3 (The homogeneous cover problem) For a m × n matrix of ones and
zeros (m, n > 2), A, and an integers k (2 ≤ k ≤ m, n), divide the rows into k subsets:
r1, r2, . . . , rk and the columns into k subsets: c1, c2, . . . , ck, such that
∑
1≤i,j≤k U(i, j) is
6
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Figure 3.1: The homogeneous cover problem, the rows and the columns of the matrix
are divided into k groups.
maximized. Where Ai,j is a submatrix which its rows belong to ri and its columns belong
to cj, and U(i, j) and Majority(i, j) are defined as below (Figure 3.1):
U(i, j) =
{




1 if more than half of the elements of Ai,j are one;
0 otherwise.
There is no efficient algorithm to solve the homogeneous cover problem. Here we
show that an efficient algorithm for this problem does not exist, unless P=NP.
Theorem 3.1.3 The homogeneous cover problem is NP-hard.
Proof We prove this theorem by induction. First we show the NP-hardness of the
homogeneous cover problem when k = 2, as the basis for our induction. To do so, we
prove that the largest homogeneous rectangle on a restricted domain is NP-hard, then
we present α structure for a matrix and show that the largest homogenous rectangle on a
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restricted domain problem on a matrix with α structure is reducible to the homogeneous
cover problem with k = 2.
Claim 3.1.4 The homogeneous cover problem with two clusters on rows and columns is
NP-hard.
To prove this claim, first, we present some definitions and investigate related problems
and their computational complexity.
Figure 3.2: A clique of size 5.
Definition 3.1.5 (Clique) A clique in an undirected graph, G, is a set of vertices, V ,
such that for every two vertices in V , there exists an edge connecting them (Figure 3.2).
Problem 4 (Clique problem) Given a graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer K,
does G contain a clique with at least size K?
Fact 3.1.6 The Clique Problem is NP-complete [11].
Definition 3.1.7 (Bipartite graph) A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertices can be
divided into two disjoint sets, V1 and V2, such that every edge connects a vertex in V1 and
a vertex in V2; i.e. there is no edge between two vertices in the same set (Figure 3.3).
Definition 3.1.8 (Bi-clique) Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and edge set
E. A pair of two disjoint subsets A and B of V is called a bi-clique if {a, b} ∈ E for all
a ∈ A and b ∈ B (Figure 3.4).
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V1 V2
Figure 3.3: A bipartite graph with two disjoint sets, V1 and V2
BA
Figure 3.4: A bi-clique
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Problem 5 (The maximum edge bi-clique problem) Given a bipartite graph G =
(V1 ∪ V2, E) and a positive integer K, does G contain a bi-clique with at least K edges?
Peeters in [17] has reduced the maximum edge bi-clique problem to the clique prob-
lem.
Claim 3.1.9 The maximum edge bi-clique problem is NP-complete [17].
Problem 6 (The largest homogeneous rectangle on a restricted domain) For a
real number, C ≤ 1, and for a m × n matrix of 1’s and 0’s, A, such that there exists a
homogeneous rectangle B ⊆ A and |B| = C|A|, find the largest homogeneous rectangle in
A.
Claim 3.1.10 The largest homogeneous rectangle on a restricted domain problem is NP-
hard.
Proof Consider a graph G = (V, E), we construct a bipartite graph, H = (V1 ∪ V2, E
′),




V2 = E ∪ {e1, . . . , e 1
2
k2−k}




Peeters [17] proves that H has a bi-clique with at least k3 − 3
2
k2 edges if and only
if G has a clique of size k. In addition, adjacency matrix of H contains a homogeneous
(all-1) submatrix of size 2k × 1
2
k2 − k which is equal to C|H|, for a C ∈ R, C < 1. And
because this all-1 rectangle’s area is larger than |H|
2
, the largest homogeneous rectangle
in H is an all-1 rectangle. If there is a polynomial algorithm for the largest homogeneous
rectangle on a restricted domain problem, by applying it on H , we can decide if there is
a clique of size k in the graph G or not. However, the clique problem is NP-complete and
this is a contradiction. So, there is no such an algorithm for the largest homogeneous
rectangle on a restricted domain problem, and it is NP-hard.
Proof of Claim 3.1.4 We reduce the largest homogeneous rectangle on a restricted
domain problem to the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2.
For any m× n matrix of ones and zeros, A, which contains a homogeneous rectangle
H ⊆ A and |H| = C|A| (C ∈ R, C ≤ 1), we construct a new matrix A′, with the
following structure. We call it an α structure.
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Figure 3.5: α structure.
Definition 3.1.11 (α structure) A′ has the α structure iff A′ consists of two disjoint
parts A4 and X (Figure 3.5), with the following properties:
1. A4 is a 2m × 2n matrix and consists of four copies of A.
2. |H| > |A|+2|X |
4
.
3. No two rows and two columns of X are identical.
4. For every row or column which does not have any intersection with A4, half of the
elements are ones and half of the elements are zeroes.
5. In a row (column) of A′ which does not have any intersection with A4, each two
elements on two similar columns (rows) of two adjacent A’s are different.
6. In submatrix C, none of the rows and columns are all-1 or all-0.
We can always construct a matrix A′ with α structure, from A. One way to construct
A′ from A is:
First, four copies of A are combined together to make a 2m×2n matrix, A4. Then we
add dlog me columns to A4 and put the binary presentations of 0 to m−1 on their first m
rows, and put the binary presentations of the 0 to m− 1 in the reverse order on the next
m rows. Then we add dlog ne rows to the matrix which was just created, put the binary
presentations of 0 to n−1 on their first n columns, and put the binary presentations of 0
to n− 1 in the reverse order on the next n columns. For the remaining dlog ne× dlog me
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Figure 3.6: Construction of A′ from A.
diagonal and assign 1’s to the two remaining quarters. Because of property 2, |X | is
exponentially less than |A|. Therefore, initially by choosing a large enough C, where
|H| = C|A|, we can always satisfy property 2. It is easy to check that this matrix has
the other properties of α structure, too. Figure 3.6 shows this construction.
Remark From property 2, we know that there is a homogeneous submatrix H in A
such that |H| > |A|+2|X |
4
. By combining the four copies of H’s from four A’s, we can
have a homogeneous submatrix of size |A|+ 2|X |. Therefore, in the optimal partition of
the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 on A′, the sum of the homogeneous areas is
larger than |A| + 2|X |.
Lemma 3.1.12 The optimal partition of the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2, on
a matrix with α structure, A′, has only one homogeneous block.
Proof Assume that the optimal partition has more than one homogeneous block. This
means there should be at least two homogeneous blocks in the optimal partition. Because
the optimal partition has only four blocks, these homogeneous blocks can be in horizontal
(have common rows, Figure 3.7(a)) or vertical (have common columns, Figure 3.7(b)) or
diagonal positions (have no common row or column, Figure 3.8).
If they are in horizontal positions, because we already know that sum of the ho-
mogeneous areas is larger than |A| + 2|X |, there are at least 2 complete rows of A′ in
12
(a) Two homogeneous blocks in
horizontal positions.
(b) Two homogeneous blocks in
vertical positions.
Figure 3.7: Horizontal and vertical positions
that horizontal area. However, from property 3, no two rows in X are identical. There-
fore, no two rows in A′ = A + X are identical and making two horizontal homogeneous
blocks is not possible. By a similar argument we can show that the vertical positions are
impossible too.
Figure 3.8: Two homogeneous blocks in diagonal positions.
In the case that two homogeneous blocks are in diagonal positions, if one of the blocks’
width is larger than Width(A′)/2, this block cannot contain a column from X , because
only half of the element of each column from X are ones or zeros (property 4). Therefore
the other block covers all the columns from X . This block does not have any intersection
with submatrix C, because none of C’s rows and columns are homogenous (property 6).
Therefore, all of the block’s rows are coming form out side of C. If this block has more
than one row, it contains at least two rows from X . However, no two rows of X are
identical (property 3), and the block cannot be homogeneous. If it has only one row,
the wide block has to have more than two columns (because we know that the sum of
the areas of the homogeneous blocks in the optimal partition is larger than |A| + 2|X |).
Therefore, the wide block covers at least three columns, and only one element in each
column is outside of the wide block. Because the wide block is homogeneous, two of
these three columns have to be identical, which is against property 3. With a similar
13
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Figure 3.9: B, when all elements of Y are from one A.
argument we can show that the length of the blocks cannot be larger than Length(A′)/2
in diagonal positions.
In the case that dimensions of two diagonal blocks are equal to half of the dimensions
of A′, because dimensions of A4 are larger than 4 (because m, n > 2), to satisfy property 3
at least three rows or columns have to be added to A4. If three or more columns are
added to A4, because half of the elements of each column are 0’s and other half are
1’s (property 4), and two diagonal blocks are homogeneous, there are only two possible
orders for the added columns’ elements, which are exactly reverse of each other in terms
of the order of zeros and ones. Therefore, at least two columns from these three added
columns are identical. However, it is against property 3. By a similar argument, we can
show that we have a contradiction in the case that three or more rows are added to A4,
and the two homogeneous blocks are in diagonal positions. Hence, diagonal positions for
two homogeneous blocks are impossible.
Therefore, in the optimal partition for the homogeneous cover problem, with k = 2,
having two homogeneous blocks in any positions is impossible. Because the number of
the homogeneous blocks in the optimal partition is greater than or equal to one, we
conclude that the number of the homogeneous blocks in the optimal partition is one.
Lemma 3.1.13 If B is the largest homogeneous block in a matrix with α structure, A′,
then either B ⊆ A4 or |B ∩ X | > |B ∩ A4|.
Proof Assume that B 6⊆ A4. Let Y = B − X . If all elements of Y are coming form
one of A’s in A′ (Figure 3.9), then |B| ≤ |A| + |X |. However, we already know that
|B| > |A| + 2|X |, and this is a contradiction.
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Figure 3.10: Two possible cases, when all elements of Y are from two A’s.
If all elements of Y are from two A’s in the horizontal positions (Figure 3.10(a)), then
|B ∩ X | > |B ∩ A4|, because otherwise we can build a bigger homogeneous matrix only
by duplicating Y . A similar argument shows the similar result for the vertical positions
(Figure 3.10(b)).
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(b) All elements of Y are from
three A’s.
Figure 3.11: Two impossible cases for B.
Because of the symmetric structure of A′, Y does not consist of the elements of only
two A’s in the diagonal positions (Figure 3.11(a)), or three A’s (Figure 3.11(b)). If the
elements of B are from four A’s (Figure 3.12), |B ∩ X | > |B ∩ A4|. From property 5, in
this case we know that there are no more than two symmetric parts in Y and duplicating
Y guarantees a larger homogeneous area than B, and this is a contradiction.
Therefore, in all possible cases for the largest homogeneous block in A′, B, either
15
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Figure 3.12: B, when all elements of Y are from four A’s.
B ⊆ A4 or |B ∩ X | > |B ∩ A4|.
Till now we proved that the optimal partitions of the homogeneous cover problem on
a matrix with α structure, A′, has one homogeneous block and the largest homogeneous
block in A′ is either a subset of A4 or its intersection with X is larger than its intersection
with A4. We show that the largest homogeneous block in A′ is one of the blocks of the
optimal partition of the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2.
Claim 3.1.14 One of the blocks in the optimal partition of the homogeneous cover prob-
lem with k = 2 on a matrix with α structure, A′, is the largest homogeneous submatrix
in A′.
Proof The only homogeneous block in the optimal partition of the homogeneous cover
problem with k = 2 is the largest homogeneous block in A′. Otherwise, we can make a
better partition by dividing rows and columns to have the largest homogeneous submatrix
in A′ as one of the blocks in the homogeneous cover problem’s partition, and have a
partition with a larger homogeneous block than the optimal partition.
From claim 3.1.14, we know that there is only one homogeneous block in the optimal
partition of the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 on a matrix with α structure,
A′, and it is either a subset of A4 or its intersection with X is larger than its intersection
with A4. Now we show that the latter case is impossible.
Claim 3.1.15 In the optimal partition of the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 on
a matrix with α structure, A′, there is only one homogeneous block, B, where B ⊆ A4.
Proof If |B ∩ X | > |B ∩ A4|, the sum of the areas of the homogeneous blocks in A′, is





Figure 3.13: B consists of four similar blocks from four copies of A’s.
areas of the homogeneous blocks in the optimal partition on a matrix with α structure
is larger than |A| + 2|X | which is a contradiction.
Claim 3.1.16 In the optimal partition of the largest homogeneous cover problem with
k = 2 on a matrix with α structure, A′, there is only one homogeneous block, B, which
consists of four similar blocks from four copies of A in A′ (Figure 3.13).
Proof From claim 3.1.15, we know that in the optimal partition of the largest homo-
geneous cover problem with k = 2 on a matrix with α structure, A′, one homogeneous
block, B, exists and B ⊆ A4. If claim 3.1.16 is not true, then B consists of different blocks
with either different or similar sizes form different A’s. In the first case by adding four
copies of the largest block from different A’s, we can build a homogeneous submatrix
larger than B, and in the second case by duplicating B, we can make a matrix twice
larger than B and have contradictions in both cases.
Claim 3.1.17 In the optimal partition of the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 on
a matrix with α structure, A′, there is only one homogeneous block, B, which consists of
four copies of the largest homogeneous submatrix in A.
Proof From claim 3.1.16, we know that in the optimal partition of the largest homo-
geneous cover problem with k = 2, the homogeneous block, B, consists of four similar
blocks from four A’s. This repeated block has to be the largest homogeneous submatrix
in A. Otherwise, we can build a larger homogeneous submatrix by combining the four









Figure 3.14: Construction of A′ from A.
Consider the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 on a matrix with α structure,
A′. From claim 3.1.17, the projection of the homogeneous block in the optimal partition
of the homogeneous cover problem, gives us the largest homogeneous submatrix in a
matrix which contains a homogeneous submatrix with a size greater than or equal to
|H|. Therefore if there is an efficient algorithm for the homogeneous cover problem with
k = 2, by applying it on A′, we can solve the problem of the largest homogeneous
rectangle on a restricted domain for A. Therefore, the largest homogeneous rectangle on
a restricted domain problem, is reduced to the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2.
From claim 3.1.10, the largest homogeneous rectangle on a restricted domain problem is
NP-hard. Therefore, the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 is at least as hard as
the largest homogeneous rectangle on a restricted domain problem, and is NP-hard.
Till now, we proved that the homogeneous cover problem with k = 2 is NP-hard.
This is the basis for our induction. Now we prove that if the homogeneous cover problem
is NP-hard for k = p (2 ≤ p), then the homogeneous cover problem with k = p + 1, is
NP-hard.
Consider a m × n matrix of zeros and ones, A. We construct a new 2m × 2n matrix
from A. We add m rows of zero to the bottom of matrix A, and n columns to the right
side of the matrix which is just created. We put elements of the first m rows of the new
added columns equal to zero, and the elements of the next m rows of the new added
columns equal to one. We call the constructed matrix A′. From the construction, it is
obvious that, A′ consists of four disjoint m×n submatrices: A, two all-zero matrices and
one all-one matrix (Figure 3.14).
If we consider the optimal partition for the homogeneous cover problem with k = p+1,
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in the optimal partition, no row from the first m rows of A′ can be grouped with any row
form the last m rows of A′. Because in this case just by putting the last m rows of A′ in
one row cluster, we can have a better partition, and this is a contradiction.
If the entire last m rows of A′ are grouped to one row cluster, it means that the first
m rows of A′ are divided to p groups. If the last m rows of A′ are divided into more
than one row clusters, it means that the first m rows of A′ are dividable into p′ (p′ < p)
row clusters and each row cluster consists of similar rows. Because all the rows in each
of these x′ row clusters are similar, any optimal row cluster for the homogeneous cover
problem with k = p (p > p′), is achievable from these p′ row clusters (Just by dividing
several clusters into two clusters, to make enough row clusters.).
By a similar argument, we can show that the optimal partition for the homogeneous
cover problem with k = p + 1, builds the optimal p column clusters on the first n
columns. Therefore, the homogeneous cover problem with k = p on A, is reducible to
the homogenous cover problem with k = p + 1, on A′.
Because the theorem 3.1.3 is true for the basis of the induction (k = 2), and all natural
numbers are achievable from the basis of the induction by applying appropriate numbers
of increments, the homogeneous cover problem is NP-hard for any fixed k (k ∈ N).
We proved that the homogeneous cover problem is NP-hard in the general case,
where the number of row and column clusters can be any fixed arbitrary integer. As
most computer scientists believe that P 6= NP , it is probable that there is no efficient




In this thesis, we have introduced a formal definition for the homogeneous cover problem.
This problem has a variety of applications from computational biology to data mining.
We have shown that the homogeneous cover problem can be reduced to the clique Problem
on an undirected graph, and consequently, the homogeneous cover problem is NP-hard.
4.1 Future Work
Bi-clustering covers a large variety of problems. The computational complexity of bi-
clustering problems depends on the exact problem formulation, and particularly on the
merit function used to evaluate the quality of a given bi-clustering partition. The com-
putational complexity of most of the common bi-clustering problems is unknown. We
can continue our work by investigating the computational complexity of other problems
in the field.
In this thesis, we investigated the computational complexity of the homogeneous
cover problem, and showed that this problem is NP-hard, and there exists no efficient
algorithm to solve it, unless P=NP. The next logical step is finding an algorithm that finds
a result close to the problem’s optimal partition in a reasonable time. Probably heuristic
techniques and approximation algorithms will be useful for finding such a solution.
20
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